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Topic: Awards (Read 3,876 times)

Author
neutral
5 Star Member
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #30 on Yesterday at 21:06 »

This Thread will auto destruct in 5.....4.....3...
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Feb 2007
Posts: 600/1.97 per day
Respect: 34
valeha
4 Star Member
member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #31 on Yesterday at 21:08 »

Obviously its nowhere near the same - but it could go out of hand and there could be a split
(people leaving or bans) all of which would be just as stupid as the respect/respect renewal
saga!
so come on lets sort it out - maybe someone could dress up in a stupid out fit and do a robotic
dance ala Galloway to get everyone in the mood for reconciliation...any volunteers?
Link to Post - Back to Top
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Logged
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Joined: Sept 2007
Gender: Female
Posts: 436
Location: UK
Respect: 47
kiki
1 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #32 on Yesterday at 21:10 »

member is online

Yesterday at 20:54, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
Yesterday at 20:38, valeha wrote:

Joined: Dec 2007
Posts: 28/5.6 per day
Respect: 7

Secondly, (I'm not saying I believe this but) maybe when you were saying 'this was my idea' and 'I should own
the name' it went against it being the 'forum awards' and instead your awards...

Ok if the awards are to be free and fair they need to be impartial. At one point silky suggested that next year he intends to
ensure that only people that are 'proud' to have won the awards, win the awards. The idea was that he will ensure some artists
are given the time and heads up to hit their friends and family, to help make sure some people won. When I started to hear
this i wanted to have control back at which time it was too late.
I'm so going to get banned now but the truth is out.

Do you mean the idea was to rig the awards next year?
How do you determine who are 'proud' to win awards? Are these the artists or galleries that are
willing to offer free artwork to the awards organisers to prove how proud they are?

« Last Edit: Yesterday at 21:11 by kiki »

carlito
9 Star Member

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #33 on Yesterday at 21:11 »

member is online

Yesterday at 21:08, valeha wrote:
so come on lets sort it out - maybe someone could dress up in a stupid out fit and do a robotic dance ala Galloway to get
everyone in the mood for reconciliation...any volunteers?

ello ello what have we
here?

u missed my dancing on awards night!
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

someone's taking a highway to the dangerzone

Joined: Apr 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,790/11.39 per day
Location: throwing shapes
Respect: 130
Ken Barlow
8 Star Member
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #34 on Yesterday at 21:12 »

"when the time comes to leave just walk away quietly and don't make any fuss"
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

"Sometimes I feel so sick at the world I can't even finsh my second apple pie"
http://tinyurl.com/yrrkq9

urine the money

Joined: Jan 2006
http://banksyforum.proboards82.com/index.cgi?board=general&action=display&thread=1198089220&page=2
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Gender: Male
Posts: 1,716/2.46 per day
Location: in your head
Respect: 31
ABC
9 Star Member
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #35 on Yesterday at 21:12 »

What a joke.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Little Donkey...Little
donkey...

Joined: Aug 2006
Posts: 2,404/4.91 per day
Location: South East
Respect: 46
Ken Barlow
8 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #36 on Yesterday at 21:13 »

member is offline

Yesterday at 21:10, kiki wrote:
Yesterday at 20:54, Finsburyparkranger wrote:

urine the money

Ok if the awards are to be free and fair they need to be impartial. At one point silky suggested that next year he
intends to ensure that only people that are 'proud' to have won the awards, win the awards. The idea was that
he will ensure some artists are given the time and heads up to hit their friends and family, to help make sure
some people won. When I started to hear this i wanted to have control back at which time it was too late.
I'm so going to get banned now but the truth is out.

Do you mean the idea was to rig the awards next year?

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 1,716/2.46 per day
Location: in your head
Respect: 31

How do you determine who are 'proud' to win awards? Are these the artists or galleries that are willing to offer free artwork to
the awards organisers to prove how proud they are?

hutch would win everything.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

"Sometimes I feel so sick at the world I can't even finsh my second apple pie"
http://tinyurl.com/yrrkq9

mike hunt
4 Star Member
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #37 on Yesterday at 21:13 »

Could this just be a misunderstanding that has snowballed? If there is a chance that it could be
the case, then try not to jump to conclusions, as it can make matters worse. This is a very sad
and troubling situation but sometimes things aren't what they seem. Hopefully this will be one of
those occassions.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

talk to mike hunt

Joined: Dec 2006
Posts: 277/0.75 per day
Respect: 18
reados
6 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #38 on Yesterday at 21:14 »
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member is offline

Yesterday at 21:03, danvnuk wrote:
Now the situation is being compared to the Respect party - your truly f**ked FPR
Wheels seem to be coming off the forum - hold on tight.

She's a feisty one

f**king hell

airbags primed!
Link to Post - Back to Top

Joined: Jun 2006
Posts: 871/1.59 per day
Respect: 33
Finsburyparkranger
Awards Organizer
member is online

Logged

check out my stencils
http://banksyforum.proboards82.com/index.cgi?action=display&board=justbitfun&thread=1180213339&page=1#1181674879

Re: Awards
« Reply #39 on Yesterday at 21:16 »

Ahh look i really dont want any bad vibes on this place, if anyone knows me i'm usually on the
person trying to keep everyone smiling. Sometimes in life the truth needs to be said though,
I'm not someone that stands up for myself much, always prefer people to get on. But
sometimes you need to say the truth and take the consequences of saying it.
However anymore could be seen as bullying, I know silky isn't well at the best of times and I
shan't go on any further, i just hope you now understand why i've been prepared to allow a very
good thing end in such an embarrassing manner and hope you will understand if I do feel the
need to take the party elsewhere. Anyhow, look on the bright side, you'll get two piss ups
instead of one.

Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,082/6.22 per day
Respect: 149
pezlow
UK Moderator
member is offline

« Last Edit: Yesterday at 21:17 by Finsburyparkranger »

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

www.auctionsaboteur.com
Ebay, whats that?

Re: Awards
« Reply #40 on Yesterday at 21:16 »

That is unacceptable FPR. I will pm silky and find out what is going on.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,576/7.69 per day
Location: Still in original
tube
Respect: 175
mike hunt
4 Star Member
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #41 on Yesterday at 21:17 »

O mi god! I can't see! Where the hell are the emergency exits! The emergency lighting in this
forum is terrible. Oh, my oxygen mask just came down.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

talk to mike hunt

Joined: Dec 2006
Posts: 277/0.75 per day
Respect: 18
ray
4 Star Member

Re: Awards
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4 Star Member
member is online
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« Reply #42 on Yesterday at 21:21 »

Maybe it's a good idea to wait to hear from Silky before bagging on him. Not saying who's
wrong or right but the guy did say he was taking a break for a bit. I think he deserves that at
least.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 275/1.49 per day
Location: Las vegas
Respect: 16
ABC
9 Star Member
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #43 on Yesterday at 21:21 »

There are no bad vibes here with you FPR, last time it got a little messy around here a few
members got banned, what I will say is that if this happens again I'm sure some would leave
too.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Little Donkey...Little
donkey...

Joined: Aug 2006
Posts: 2,404/4.91 per day
Location: South East
Respect: 46
corblimeylimey
9 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #44 on Yesterday at 21:22 »

member is online

Yesterday at 21:13, Ken Barlow wrote:
Yesterday at 21:10, kiki wrote:

Do you mean the idea was to rig the awards next year?

"It's only a bit of painting
and decorating" - Banksy

How do you determine who are 'proud' to win awards? Are these the artists or galleries that are willing to offer
free artwork to the awards organisers to prove how proud they are?

hutch would win everything.

Joined: Aug 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 6,799/13.88 per day
Location: Devon UK
Respect: 292

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

"But what are pictures anyway? They're just things that brighten the f**king room up at the end of the day, aren't they?" Damien Hirst.
http://www.flickr.com/photos/corblimeylimey/

corblimeylimey
9 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #45 on Yesterday at 21:23 »

member is online

Yesterday at 21:16, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
Ahh look i really dont want any bad vibes on this place, if anyone knows me i'm usually on the person trying to keep everyone
smiling. Sometimes in life the truth needs to be said though, I'm not someone that stands up for myself much, always prefer
people to get on. But sometimes you need to say the truth and take the consequences of saying it.
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However anymore could be seen as bullying, I know silky isn't well at the best of times and I shan't go on any further, i just
hope you now understand why i've been prepared to allow a very good thing end in such an embarrassing manner and hope
you will understand if I do feel the need to take the party elsewhere. Anyhow, look on the bright side, you'll get two piss ups

"It's only a bit of painting
and decorating" - Banksy

instead of one.

Cool.
Joined: Aug 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 6,799/13.88 per day
Location: Devon UK
Respect: 292
pezlow
UK Moderator

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

"But what are pictures anyway? They're just things that brighten the f**king room up at the end of the day, aren't they?" Damien Hirst.
http://www.flickr.com/photos/corblimeylimey/

Re: Awards
« Reply #46 on Yesterday at 21:26 »

member is offline

Yesterday at 21:21, ABC wrote:
There are no bad vibes here with you FPR, last time it got a little messy around here a few members got banned, what I will
say is that if this happens again I'm sure some would leave too.

I sincerely hope that doesn't happen again.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,576/7.69 per day
Location: Still in original
tube
Respect: 175
rachelstevens
1 Star Member
member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #47 on Yesterday at 21:26 »

i'd cuddle you fpr if i could.
silky isnt having a break he's online at this very minute. silky can you please explain to us what
this is all about

Joined: Jun 2007
Gender: Female
Posts: 30/0.17 per day
Location: Up all Night
Respect: 9
Finsburyparkranger
Awards Organizer
member is online

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #48 on Yesterday at 21:30 »

Ok I've deleted a post in fairness, rather than my interpretation i'll give you the exact lines.
Publicising a pm should only ever be done in exceptional circumstances, for me its exceptional.
These were the exact words. Remember these things are never spelt out totally clearly, to my
mind it sounded corrupt.
"And next year I can be in more contact with the Artists to get them to tell their fans about the
awards to get them nominated and Voted
Let the Artists help us to promote the Awards
I
think one important thing is to make sure the Artists are proud to win an award".
Thats is enough from me. Silky over to you.

Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,082/6.22 per day
Respect: 149
jam
6 Star Member

« Last Edit: Yesterday at 21:44 by Finsburyparkranger »

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

www.auctionsaboteur.com
Ebay, whats that?

Re: Awards
« Reply #49 on Yesterday at 21:34 »

member is offline
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Yesterday at 21:05, carlito wrote:
I'd just like to say it would be nice to have this solved in an adult fashion with no bans - thanks

It doesn't matter how the
paint is put on, as long as
something is said.

Joined: Nov 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 928/2.32 per day
Respect: 94

Great point Carlito. I hope this can be hashed through without a big falling out, or bans, or
deleted threads/comments. I am not having a go at anyone in particular, but it seems there
have been some valuable members that aren't around anymore either because they were asked
to no longer participate, or they left on their own fruition.
It is a sad to see how the quality of many of the posts have dwindled and that prices and
flipping topics are beginning to overshadow the informative and passion sharing comments that
stand as the cornerstone of any good forum. In depth art discussions, knowledgeable people,
and a good friendly atmosphere made me want to join in the first place and I wish we could
figure out how to get back to that without having personality conflicts interfere. With such a
diverse group of guys here, how is it possible things have come to the point members whom
everyone appreciates and respects (regardless of some + or- sign near their name) are so
dismayed they want to pack up and leave? Perhaps a group of mods and some tactful members
can work out having scheduled skype conferences could help in resolving some of the issues
that have come up as of late in a semi-private fashion. This forum is getting larger by the day,
and it may be helpful to address things in this fashion to assure it continues down the right
path. Surely involved and sensibly contributing members can rationally discuss things without
having a big row.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

I don't listen to what art critics say. I don't know anybody who needs a critic to find out what art is. - JMB

0
Administrator
member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #50 on Yesterday at 21:34 »

I just got online! whats going on?

Give me a minute to read back over this thread
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274
mike hunt
4 Star Member
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #51 on Yesterday at 21:35 »

Like I said, before this turns into an online lynching, get all the info, don't jump to conclusions
and stay calm. Could be communication breakdown.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

talk to mike hunt

Joined: Dec 2006
Posts: 277/0.75 per day
Respect: 18
stuey09
UK Moderator

Re: Awards
« Reply #52 on Yesterday at 21:37 »

member is offline

Yesterday at 21:26, pezlow wrote:
Yesterday at 21:21, ABC wrote:
There are no bad vibes here with you FPR, last time it got a little messy around here a few members got
banned, what I will say is that if this happens again I'm sure some would leave too.

I sincerely hope that doesn't happen again.

Ditto that.
Joined: Feb 2007
http://banksyforum.proboards82.com/index.cgi?board=general&action=display&thread=1198089220&page=2
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Joined: Feb 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,925/9.6 per day
Location: Safe European
Home
Respect: 212

2007-12-20 01.41

Getting sick of all the s**t floating around here lately. Lets pull this thing together. Supposed to
be a forum for street art and associated works, NOT politics and all that crap. Silky, you've done
a remarkable job with the forums and FPR your work on the awards was superb. Gentlemen
respect to you both but lets get this pile of s**t sorted.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

They got Burton suits, Ha ya think it's funny; turnin' rebellion into money.

danvnuk
6 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #53 on Yesterday at 21:37 »

member is offline

Yesterday at 21:08, valeha wrote:
maybe someone could dress up in a stupid out fit and do a robotic dance ala Galloway to get everyone in the mood for
reconciliation...any volunteers?

How about me Ice Skating (badly) at Somerset House on Sunday?

Joined: Jan 2006
Posts: 803/1.15 per day
Respect: 92

ABC
9 Star Member
member is offline

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #54 on Yesterday at 21:41 »

Christopher Dean eat your heart out.

Little Donkey...Little
donkey...

Joined: Aug 2006
Posts: 2,404/4.91 per day
Location: South East
Respect: 46
0
Administrator

Re: Awards
« Reply #55 on Yesterday at 21:45 »

member is online
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member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

0
Administrator
member is online

This is all just silly

2007-12-20 01.41

this whole thing is being stirred up from nothing

Mark, I made the "Awards Organizer" account especially for you so you could make the polls in a
private staff only board of the forum
From what I gather you don't want to have the awards
on this site next year, so you don't need your account set as forum staff anymore coz all the
voting threads are open to normal members now
I have changed you account back for you
now! if that makes you feel better?
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #56 on Yesterday at 21:50 »

Does anyone else have anything to say?

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274
0
Administrator
member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #57 on Yesterday at 21:52 »

Im online now and am open to questions?

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274
manchestermike
9 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #58 on Yesterday at 21:52 »

member is offline

Yesterday at 21:13, Ken Barlow wrote:
Yesterday at 21:10, kiki wrote:

Do you mean the idea was to rig the awards next year?

S-s-s-s-superplex

Joined: Jul 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,227/8.13 per day
Location: And on the sixth
day...
Respect: 85

How do you determine who are 'proud' to win awards? Are these the artists or galleries that are willing to offer
free artwork to the awards organisers to prove how proud they are?

hutch would win everything.

In that case I give my full support to these new awards
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

I believe virtually everything I read, and I think that is what makes me more of a selective human than someone who
doesn't believe anything.

mammal
7 Star Member
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #59 on Yesterday at 21:52 »

Yes. Simple black belts bring out a womens curves. Gok just said so!
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Yes. Simple black belts bring out a womens curves. Gok just said so!
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

"What is your sort code?"

Joined: Nov 2006
Posts: 1,280/3.2 per day
Respect: 59
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